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Letter to the Editor

Extended platelet concentrate storage/
practice – A model based on the
rationalized microbial monitoring

Using a closed “multiple-bag-systems”, blood compo-
nents (packed red cells [PRCs] or platelet concentrates [PCs])
are collected, processed and stored under “sterile-conditions”
– improving transfusion safety. However, due to high tem-
perature (22 ± 2 °C) of storage, microbial sepsis remains a
potential risk of PC therapy. Therefore, the incidence of buffy
coat PC (PC-BC) associated sepsis is around 10 times higher
than risk of PRC transfusion. The rates of transfusion related
mortality (TRM) due to use of contaminated blood compo-
nents were 18 and 15 deaths (France and the UK). Similarly,
the bacterial TRM ratio was approximately 15% of the overall
post-transfusion fatality in the USA. In the most of this cases,
PC-BCs were used (ratio = 1 per 1000–2000 transfusions) [1–3].

As presented earlier [4–6], our “double-way-safety-
approach” incorporates PC-BC microbial monitoring and/
or pathogen inactivation practice (Mirasol pathogen reduction
technology [PRT]; since 2011). From the safety point of view,
“non-inactivated” PC-BCs have to be blood components with
an improved “in-process-sterility-control”. In our Institute,
the PC-BC microbial testing was started in the 1997 [6], and
the routine screening of PC-BCs began in the 2008 as an in-
tegral part of quality/safety control. Despite the fact that
bacterial screening is already in routine use, an optimized
microbial monitoring system is still unresolved issue. The
key disadvantages of “standard-single-sample” method are
limited incubation space (double-bottle aerobic/anaerobic
assay), PC-BC loss (due to large sample size) and cost-
effectiveness dilemmas.

We hypothesized that originally designed “sample-mini-
pool” PC-BC bacterial monitoring could guarantee a high-
quality safety system and can have an impact on the
extended storage (up to 7 days). Also, this rationalized system
allows a smaller PC-BC consumption (compared with
“standard-single-sample” testing) – i.e. minor “speculative-
cumulative-pool-volume” (SCPV) loss of the “hypothetically-
pooled” PC-BCs. In that vision, in this pilot study the results
of a prospective data collection for “sample-mini-pool” PC-
BC group (volume = 2 mL/PC-BC; SCPV loss = 8 mL; time-
point = storage-day 3) were compared with historical
database for “standard-single-sample” testing (sample
volume = 8 mL/PC-BC; SCPV loss = 64 mL; time-point = stor-
age-day 5).

Whole blood (WB; 450 ± 45 mL) was collected into
“quadruple-bag-system”, centrifuged initially with

“heavy-spin” technique (3890 × g for 10 min; 20 ± 2 °C) and
processed. From BCs, PC-BCs were obtained by “light-
spin” centrifugation (310 × g for 7 min; 20 ± 2 °C) and
following processing. Afterward, PC-BCs were kept in a
shaker at 22 ± 2 °C. The experimental group included 48
PC-BCs and underwent microbial detection (time-
point = storage-day 3). Samples were taken (volume = 2 mL)
from each of four PC-BCs to make “sample-mini-pools” (pool
count = 12; total sample volume [TSV] = 8 mL). Specimens
were inoculated into BacT/Alert-BPA (aerobic) bottles and
then placed in the BacT/Alert 3D Systems (BioMerieux, USA)
for microbial detection. For the reasons described in the
most recent publication [7], and in order to obtain a ratio-
nalized “sample-mini-pool” system (to reduce of SCPV loss),
the anaerobic bottles were not applied.

In compliance with our “component-safety-strategy”, two
control groups were used: (a) “non-inactivated” PC-BCs and
(b) PRT-treated PC-BCs. The first group consists of individ-
ual PC-BC samples (n = 684; volume = 8 mL; TSV = 16 mL;
5 years period), examined by “standard-single-sample”
method as a part of quality/safety control within our Insti-
tute. Shortly, at the end of PC-BC storage, samples (8 mL
from each original unit) were inoculated in BacT/Alert-
BPA and BacT/Alert-BPN (anaerobic) bottles and investigated
using the BacT/Alert 3D System. The second group con-
sists of 40 PC-BCs that were in fact pooled. Four PC-BSs
were collected into one bag (real-cumulative-pool-volume
[RCPV] = 277 ± 11.6 mL), then leukodepleted and trans-
ferred into the illumination-sets (n = 10). PC-BC pools
underwent inactivation by Mirasol PRT-system (TerumoBCT,
USA) as earlier described [4,5]. PRT-treated PC-BCs were
ready for clinical application (up to 7 days) regarding the
component sterility.

Using the GERMS Group’s classification, PC-BCs without
a positive signal in the microbial testing (aerobic/anaerobic)
were considered negative. Other results required addition-
al sterility testing and the final results could be interpreted
as: (a) “false-positive” – BacT/Alert-positive signal without
microbial detection in any sample; (b) “potentially-positive”
– BacT/Alert-positive PC-BCs with confirmed bacteria, but
only in the first sample; (c) “confirmed-positive” – PC-BCs
with bacteria in the first and in at least one other sample
from the same WB [8].

At the end of study, a microbial verifying was per-
formed in all PC-BCs by “standard-single-sample” technique
using BacT/Alert-BPA and BacT/Alert-BPN bottles (time-
point = storage-day 7). However, in routine use, this last
microbial monitoring step will not be performed. In
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our Institute PC-BCs designed for clinical use on the
storage-day 1 (approximately 30–50%) would be omitted
from “sample-mini-pool” testing. All remaining PC-BCs
(stored up to 7 days) should be controlled by this testing –
as a possible recommendation for a rationalized
“universal-microbial-safety-monitoring”.

Within “sample-mini-pool” setting (BacT/Alert-BPA; time-
point = storage-day 3) all samples investigated for bacterial
contamination were negative. At the end of storage, these
PC-BCs (experimental group) were retested individually
(BacT/Alert-BPA and BacT/Alert-BPN; time-point = storage-
day 7), and were negative. However, as mentioned, this
“monitoring-time-point” is not designed for routine prac-
tice. In 2008–2012 period, 684/41,922 (percentage = 1.6%)
PC-BCs were monitored by “standard-single-sample”
method. Two “potentially-positive” samples (aerobic; 2/684
or 0.3%) were detected. Coagulase positive Staphylococcus
has been isolated – but it was not confirmed in other
samples from the identical WB. Thus, during the men-
tioned period “confirmed-positive” PC-BC unit was not
verified. At the end of storage (time-point = storage-day 7)
all PRT-treated PC-BCs were investigated with “standard-
single-sample” microbial monitoring and contamination was
not detected.

Finally, PC-BC volume reductions for “sample-mini-
pool” vs. “standard-single-sample” settings are compared.
The original PC-BC volume and SCPV/RCPV decrease for hy-
pothetically (experimental) and in fact pooled PC-BCs (PRT-
treated) were calculated as the ratio (percentage) of the
particular values before and after sampling process (Table 1).

As presented, in “standard-single-sample” setting the
SCPV reduction was significantly (p < 0.001) higher than in
“sample-mini-pool” setting: 65.2 mL vs. 7.8 ± 0.8 mL per four
PC-BCs, respectively.

An exclusive aspect of bacterial species (compared to
viruses) is their high proliferative potential in products (PC-
BCs). The microbial count at the time of collection is usually
low: 1–10 CFU/mL. Bacteria can multiply so quickly that in
a few hours reach the level ≥106 CFU/mL. Transfused product
could cause sepsis and death in immunosuppressed/elderly
patients (due to released endotoxins) [3]. Automatic systems
for microbial monitoring operate with substrate and
colorimetric sensor (altered color is a result of CO2 increase

due to bacterial growth). The method detects a PC-BC con-
tamination when 5–10 CFU/mL of bacteria is inoculated
[1–4]. Unlike apheresis PCs (volume = 200–250 mL), PC-
BCs have volume of 50–65 mL. Thus, the sample quantity
required for monitoring (TSV = 16 mL) considerably reduces
the PC-BC amount/volume for transfusion [2]. In addition,
it is confirmed that 2 mL from PC-BCs inoculated into a pe-
diatric Pedi-BacT System is sufficient for bacteria detecting
(≥10–100 CFU/mL). Finally, the most frequently isolated mi-
crobial agents of the post-transfusion bacteremia/sepsis are
the aerobic and facultative anaerobic pathogens. Thus, sen-
sitivity and specificity of aerobic assay for microbial
monitoring could be universally accepted [1–3].

In conclusion, this study confirmed that the originally
designed “sample-mini-pool” safety model is a sensitive/
specific (adequately safe) PC-BC microbial monitoring
system, which should be cost-effectively well tolerated, pro-
viding extended PC-BC storage period (up to day 7) and
minor PC-BC volume loss.
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